
Smart cities start here

Small but Mighty
Ingredients for Efficiencies in Small Communities
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Presentation Notes
I want to start with a story - I would argue every single person in this room is doing what you do today because of this man. Does anyone recognize him?



Henry Ford

He saw a big problem - and wanted to fix it 
with a reliable horseless carriage

Common Myth #1: Ford did NOT invent the car

Common Myth #2: Ford did NOT invent the 
assembly line

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ford saw a big problem – in the late 1800s after the industrialization boom; urban sprawl created opportunity inequality out of reach from the city centers as people migrated en masse to cities.A few things to point out: cars already existed but only the top 1 tenth of 1 % could reach them. And Ford did not invent the concept of the assembly line – it was being used by other industries prior to the Model T.So Ford went to work. He spend many late nights and long weekends, plenty of hard earned cash in sheet iron and gasoline. He made many false starts and wrong turns - none of it mattered; he continues to trudge on with unwavering belief that his idea could change the world.



June 4th, 1896
58 Bagley Avenue, Detroit, 
Michigan

2018…

1,000,000,000+ Liters 
of Gasoline & Diesel

$1,000,000,000s spent in 
Infrastructure in America alone 

over the past century

95,000,000 Cars coming off 
assembly lines globally every 

single year

“The Quadricycle”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
June 4th, 1896 - ford drove his horseless carriage through the streets of Detroit for the first time.As the rickety vehicle bounced down grand river avenue; a friend cycled ahead to warn pedestrians out of the way. “The quadricycle” as ford dubbed it, had a top speed of 20mph, and no brakes. It couldn’t go in reverse, and was prone to overheating. ——- Yet here we are today; over a trillion liters (sorry I’m Canadian) in gas and diesel; trillions spent on infrastructure in the past century; and 95 million cars coming off assembly lines each and every year.I thought it was an apt story since Miovision also kicked off some of our major breakthroughts and development ideas in Detroit and serves as a good analogy of how we’re thinking about solving rural & small cities biggest issues.



TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS
IN SMALLER CITIES

Key Themes I’ve Heard From Smaller City/County Agencies:

Small teams / Lack of staff 
Lack of time

At around 50 signals, difficulty 
“keeping tabs” on infrastructure

Managing field 
technicians/contractors

IT complexity to connect and 
secure signal network

Too busy “treading water” to 
improving traffic performance

At 20-50 signals, congestion 
appears in pockets

Small Detail: Budget

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dr. Wu talked about using Multi-source data; Joseph talked about great ideas about TSMO plans for rural areas; Lisa & Margaret talked about a great SM&O framework. But the question is - how feasible is it for rural agencies today in being able to actually adopt and implement these plans for their regions?					
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Traffic Management

Detection and Continuous Counts

Performance Measures and Analytics

V2I and the Connected City

Comms Device 
Gateway CMS System

Vehicle 
Detection

Data Logger

Travel Time 
Probe

Pedestrian 
Detection

ATSPM 
Software

Continuous 
Counts

V2I TSP/EVP Data API

Building blocks of modern traffic operations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If we were to look at a view of where technology is headed and the necessary building blocks that’s required to get to the future of a truly “Smart City”, this is how we would see it



Small City Problems

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Technology moves to fast



The Key Questions “How do I solve this?” 
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Technical Logistics:  “Is this even possible?”

● Need Communications  

● Need Modern Controllers

● Need Intens ive Data SecurityNeed Support 

from IT Department

● Need Implementation Consulting

● How do I use older technology with newer 

technology?

● I have to solve it all to even try this  out

Who’s going to pay for & manage
all of this?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dr. Wu talked about using Multi-source data; Joseph talked about great ideas about TSMO plans for rural areas; Lisa & Margaret talked about a great SM&O framework. But the question is - how far are rural agencies today in being able to actually adopt and implement these plans for their regions?



Small Cities are dealing with...
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● Limited Budgets

● Tight IT Res trictions

● Inves tments  need to prove their worth 
immediately

● Limited Time

This leads to an even bigger problem…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Taken as a whole, it seems like an incredibly daunting challenge for small and rural communities. Limited Budgets, IT Burden, Investments need to prove their worth immediately – can’t be a ‘future’ discussion, and of course you have limited time to devote to new technology, training, adoption, etc.



Missed Opportunities
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Smaller cities are spending their 
resources putting out ‘fires’ and 
keeping the lights on; instead of 

improvement & evolution.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This poses an even greater problem – missed opportunities; because of all of these limitations; smaller agencies start missing out on the investments that take time to prove their worth; and you ultimately find yourselves consistently behind the 8-ball.



Change happens
The indus try as  a whole is  moving towards…

● ATSPMs/Continuous  performance measurement 
to improve traffic

● Dynamic traffic control algorithms  
● Data-driven safety improvements

Intersections  needs  to produce actionable data, and communication & 
detectoin is  a key component in all of the above.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Larger agencies are able to start doing advanced analytics, using ATSPMs, incredibly expensive adaptive technologies, dynamic control technologies, and even safety applications.



Is there a solution?

12

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With all of these layers of layers of problems… the ultimate question is; how do you execute and is there even a solution?



“While I don’t think smaller cities or towns should approach the Internet of Things or 
“smart cities” any differently than big cities , in practice their s ize will give them an 

advantage over their larger brethren” 

Adrian McEwan, Author - Designing the Internet of Things

SMALL CITIES CAN DO IT BETTER

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I would argue – absolutely. This quote assumes one very key thing - you have to be willing to solve multiple problems simultaneously.



● Quicker results
● Smaller projects
● Lower Overall Cos ts
● More Autonomy
● Solution can grow with city
● Can leapfrog by s tarting at a blank s late

SMALL CITY ADVANTAGE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BUT… You have to start with the end in mind. Let’s look at the strengths of smaller organizations…And you have to be willing to solve multiple problems simultaneously.



Multimodal Detection
Use advanced traffic AI for presence 

detection and advanced analytics .

Traffic Studies
Portable and permanent traffic data 

collection for engineers  and planners .

Traffic Project Analys is
Complete Traffic Impact Asses sments  

and retiming projects  quickly and eas ily.

Signal Communications
Monitor and manage your traffic 

s ignals  remotely.

Signal Maintenance
Find and rank is sues , solve them, 
validate the fix, and communicate 

results  internally.

Traffic Operations
Improve mobility and enhance 

performance of your network with 
data (ATSPMs).

Miovis ion Solutions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So when we were developing our solutions: adoption & execution was one of the key elements we looked to in our development process...Continuous counts, traffic studies, these solutions spans both operations and engineering that can prove their worth immediately.



Many Problems : 1 Solution?
Minimize hardware Investments, Maximize Problem 
Solving

Miovision SmartLink
Remote acces s  to everything in your cabinet via s ecure 
wireles s  communication.  

Miovision SmartView 360
Captures  an entire intersection from a s ingle camera. 
Generates  video for monitoring, detection, and analytics .

Miovision SmartSense 
Roads ide video analys is  to produce vehicle detection, 
traffic counts , and event alerts .

Miovision TrafficLink Portal 
Cloud-based software suite for traffic operations .
A full open data API to integrate into all your sys tems .

Miovis ion
SmartSense

Miovis ion 
SmartLink

Miovis ion
SmartView 360

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From an execution standpoint - we looked to solve as many problems as possible with as little hardware as possible. While having a platform that can evolve and adapt for the future.Our hardware is meant to generate, mobilize, or take advantage of the data at intersections and create more and more automated solutions solutions across multiple teams - not just for today - but tomorrow’s technology.If you look at each of these in isolation – we have a great communications & integration solution, a leading edge analytics and counting tool, and also the most advanced artificial intelligence video detection solution in North America.But hardware on its own doesn’t necessarily solve problems – it’s how you bring them together that makes all the different: much like henry ford using the idea of the assembly line, paying workers good wages, and concepts behind the steam engine to build out the solution of the cars that span our roads today.



SMARTER INTERSECTIONS - SMARTER CITY
We develop to align with what all agencies are ultimately 
trying to solve for:

Optimize Road Capacity

Create a Safer City

Reduce Emissions

Improve Traffic Flow

Make an Impact

Keep it Easy

CITY OBJECTIVES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once you have those ingredients; then we layer on what you’re ultimately trying to solve for as an agency. This is our concept of beginning with the end in mind.



CONNECTED
Enable remote diagnostics & monitoring

COST EFFICIENT
Generate operational and capital savings 

INTELLIGENT
Analyze traffic data to reduce congestion 
and optimize flow of goods 

INGREDIENTS FOR EFFICIENCIES IN SMALL CITIES 
THE ANATOMY OF SMART INTERSECTIONS

COMPATIBLE
Integrate seamlessly with existing infrastructure

OPEN & INTEGRATED
Make traffic data securely available to all 
stakeholders

FUTURE PROOF
Provide a hub for future smart city innovations

1

2

3

4

5

6

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So let’s start with the end in mind - what are the ingredients for efficiencies small cities need to have?Connected; Cost Efficient; Intelligent; Compatible; Open & Integrated; and Future ProofIn order to extract valuable data from the traffic system, new technologies are overlaid on the existing infrastructure. To ensure the most value for the most number of people, the following principles are recommended...see Anatomy of intersections list



● Compatible technology, avoid any 
“rip and replace”

● Secure LTE cellular
● Fully managed service
● Cloud-based monitoring software
● Alerts  & Vis ibility to is sues
● Video monitoring and video-based 

traffic s tudies
● Travel time monitoring
● Signal performance measures  & 

easy to use ATSPMs

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT 
IN SMALLER CITIES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And with that in mind - we look to develop multi-purpose hardware to make it easy for small cities to procure and execute on TSMO plans in conjunction with other projects you’re looking to solve for anyways.But data acquisition isn’t just about communicating to your controllers, it’s about access to ALL cabinet devices.TrafficLink SmartLink gives you that without any need for additional hardware.It allows you to interface to your full set of remote infrastructure thru Ethernet, Serial, USB, and GPIO inputs.TrafficLink SmartLink also includes an embedded WiFi traffic probe inside the antenna.This removes the need to ever invest in costly bluetooth or wifi probes, as TrafficLink comes with one built in.That’s really the point of TrafficLink hardware.  It provides remote access to everything in your cabinet, and is a multi-purpose ITS solution hub.Cabinet inputs can incorporate the following types of devices:4 Ethernet (2 Power over Ethernet) PortsAny IP enabled video detectionPower supply (to devices like TrafficLink Camera360)4 Serial PortsMalfunction Management Unit (MMU) / Conflict Monitoring Unit (CMU)Other existing travel probes2 USB PortsFuture proof GPIO (General Purpose Input / Output)General purpose input / outputBattery backup (UPS)Cabinet door alert (alert sent when cabinet door is opened)



Small City Impacts
Food for thought

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what kind of impacts does this kind of thinking have?



Cost Efficiency Barriers
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Small teams / lack of staff 
lack of time

At around 50 signals, difficulty 
“keeping tabs” on infrastructure

Managing maintenance 
staff/contractors

IT complexity to connect and 
secure signal network

Too busy “treading water” to 
improving traffic performance

At around 50 signals, congestion 
appearing in pockets

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Arguably budget is always going to be top of mind when considering how to execute on these plans. Let’s take a look at the efficiency and cost elements beyond the PO.



Cloud vs. On-Premise Server Solutions

Initial Equipment Purchase

Annual License Cost

Customization Costs

Data Mobility Limitation

VPN / Security Considerations

Server Infrastructure

Data Storage & Backup Costs

Video Storage Costs

IT ‘Red Tape’ / Support

Setup & Training Time

A major 
consideration in 

software purchase 
decisions is critically 
the human element 

and resources of the 
system.

SERVER CLOUD

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IT is the perfect example of this – it’s easy to look at a one-time license cost vs. a subscription/cloud model; but how do you consider the impact to your teams? Training, maintenance, security considerations, continuous process changes. The can just continues to be kicked down the road and ultimately lands in your court.Talk about the human & process elements of this consideration. Admittedly the current procurement model heavily skews towards capital expenditures instead of operating expenditures when it comes to infrastructure.But the conversation needs to change because this is a core component to inefficiency in any organization (public or private).Also - IT processes tends to go overkill in locking down systems; which make it difficult to really get anything done.



Connected
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Do you know what’s happening at your 
intersections without having to ship over a tech 

just to see if your lights are on flash or if you have 
faulty wires? 

How much windshield time are false calls taking 
without having to get the local PD or Fire 

department involved?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Connected [read through] Let’s take a look at an example of the human impact:



SMALLER AGENCY
CASE STUDY #1

Scenario: 
Heavily utilized industrial park with an auto manufacturer

Complaints:  
High volumes of customer complaints related to detector not 
performing at minor street

Technicians performed site visits multiple time, tested intersection 
equipment, but no issues were identified.

SOLVING EQUIPMENT ISSUES IN 
A FRACTION OF THE TIME

Region of Waterloo (Ontario)
A small maintenance team has made solving infrastructure issues challenging.

Complex detector problems were often being unsolved for months. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Canadian customer example:



Smarter tools can be used to 
offset the limitations of a small 
maintenance team.

SOLVING EQUIPMENT ISSUES IN 
A FRACTION OF THE TIME

Investigation:
Ins talled TrafficLink units  along corridor.

Within days , TrafficLink generated a malfunction log that 
detailed the intermittent failure of a specific loop detector.

Malfunctions  log cross -referenced with complaints  timeline.

Resolution:
Technician was  able to immediately locate a malfunctioning 
detector

Within 2 hours  of the TrafficLink analys is  being generated, the 
team had diagnosed the is sue, implemented an interim fix and 
generated a work-order.  

“I checked the road loop and 
found worn thru loop wire in the 
center run. 

When any 2 of the 4 center 
wires short out it can would 
short out one side of the loop 
causing a dead zone.

This type of failure would have 
been difficult to find without the 
Miovision analysis reports”

- City Technician

SMALLER AGENCY
CASE STUDY #1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
They popped Miovision into a few cabinets and relatively instantly got access to the equipment in their cabinets. Continuous monitoring of detector logs that they could cross-reference with complaints.



Intelligent
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How do you give your city engineers, academic or 
engineering firm partners the right kind of data 

and enable a continuous feedback loop to make 
sure you’re really providing a measurable 

difference to your citizens?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s talk about engineering now. How do you improve your corridors at the same pace as larger cities?Not to mention the talent crunch in the engineering world – how many agencies here have unfilled headcount that require a PE?



USING PERFORMANCE MEASURES TO 
DIAGNOSE TRAFFIC ISSUES

Northampton, MA
State operated rural s ignals .

Isolated, suburban, s emi-actuated 
intersection near an elementary 
school and middle s chool.

Scenario:  
Heavy complaints  from parents  about 
minor-s treet delays  at s chool AM 
drop-off and PM pick-ups .

Challenge: 
Staff shortage made it challenging to 
diagnose and solve is sue through 
traditional observation.

Elementary 
School

Middle 
School

SMALLER AGENCY
CASE STUDY #2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For this story let’s hop over to Massachusetts; Northampton to be precise.



EB
swath of split failures 
between 3:10 PM to 
3:50 PM

WB
consistent split 
failures between 
7:20AM to 8:30AM

USING PERFORMANCE MEASURES TO 
DIAGNOSE TRAFFIC ISSUES
Identifying root of complaints using Occupancy Ratio analysis.

SMALLER AGENCY
CASE STUDY #2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Obviously we didn’t invest signal performance measures – but what we do is make it incredibly easy to use and understand.



USING PERFORMANCE MEASURES TO 
DIAGNOSE TRAFFIC ISSUES

Developing a solution us ing data analys is  results .

Move from a single timing pattern
Add two new patterns  for AM and PM peaks
Use exis ting plan as  base point

New AM Timing Plan
Run between 7:00 AM and 9:00 AM
Allocate more green time to minor movements

New PM Timing Plan
Run between 2:30 PM and 4:00 PM
Allocate more green time to minor movements
Reduce minimum green time on WB LT

SMALLER AGENCY
CASE STUDY #2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Canadian customer example:



EB
Reduction in split 
failures during PM

WB
Fewer split failures 
during AM

Instant verification of the solution’s impact.

USING PERFORMANCE MEASURES TO 
DIAGNOSE TRAFFIC ISSUES

SMALLER AGENCY
CASE STUDY #2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Canadian customer example:



City was able to quickly optimize this intersection by leveraging data 
from their exis ting infras tructure- rather than kicking off a  bigger data 
collection and retiming effort.

Identify Issues

TrafficLink tools  
quantified the 
when/where/what

Used data to validate 
citizen complaints

Design Solution

Agency identified minor 
changes  that could 
result in major 
improvements

Monitor Changes

Compare data before and 
after timing changes

Performance measures can be used to solve 
traffic issue more quickly and efficiently

USING PERFORMANCE MEASURES TO 
DIAGNOSE TRAFFIC ISSUES

SMALLER AGENCY
CASE STUDY #2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Even if you don’t have a traffic engineer on staff, you can easily work with an engineering firm like Kimley Horn or the smart folks at U of A to validate and confirm the data. And you can continue to monitor the impacts on an ongoing basis.



Compatibility & Open Data
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Both goes hand in hand; but generally the first 
refers to hardware and the latter refers to 

Software.

Are you able to consolidate easily cross-reference 
your data across systems/agencies/partners?

Small cities need to be able to do this very 
easily.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That concept leads directly to compatibility & open data. If you have 10 or 20 different systems that import and export tons of data – it would completely eliminate the efficiencies you’d gain from being able to collect and monitor the data.The core of our philosophy in development is that the data doesn’t belong to us – it belongs to you & your citizens; and it’s our absolute responsibility to make it easy to use by other vendors and agencies.



An evolution in traffic signal management 

Traditional /  Reactive

• Complaints
• 3– 5 year retiming

• Collect data
• Des ign

• Ins tall
• Fine tune
• Evaluate

Start

Trigger

Des ign

Implement

Stop

Data Trigger

Measure

Analys is

Citizen 
Impact

Action

Identify Performance Measures

Source: FHWA

Continuous /  Proactive

vs

Model a lot and measure a little What gets measured gets done

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Especially when engineering is starting to move towards a continuous feedback model instead of the complaints driven 3-5 year cycle; it’s incredibly important that you can easily work across systems and partners.



SIGNAL RE-TIMINGS AND 
QUANTIFYING IMPACT

Virginia State DOT (Multiple small cities  acros s  the s tate)

Team aware that corridors  require re-timing and coordination,
but s ignals  on key corridors  being “ins talled and forgotten”.

Obstacles:  
Lack resources  to do regular traffic s tudies
Lack tools  to eas ily re-time and co-ordinate
Lack ability to measure impact.

End Result:
Corridors  not being optimized as  frequently as  required.
Lack of ins ight into whether re-timings  produce good ROI.
Lack of data to backup funding reques ts .

SMALLER AGENCY
CASE STUDY #3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Canadian customer example:



TRAFFICLINK 4-STEPSOLUTION 

Identify
Tools to easily visualize where traffic patterns have changed.

Study
Generate on-demand video-based traffic studies with a single click

Update
Remote signal connectivity to easily deploy plan changes

Measure
Performance measures to quantify the impact of changes

SMALLER AGENCY
CASE STUDY #3

1

2

3

4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Canadian customer example:



Period 1                                          Period 2

TrafficLink Travel Time 
Trend Analysis used to 
automatically identify shifts 
in traffic since last re -
timing.

Priority dashboards used to 
highlight hidden trends  for 
users .

IDENTIFY1

SMALLER AGENCY
CASE STUDY #3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Canadian customer example:



STUDY

Traffic Study:

With the click of a button, City can request video-based
traffic study at any time from our SmartView 360 Camera.

Turning movement counts with classification, including bike and pedestrian.

2

Cost, complexity, and time 
to generate required 
traffic studies greatly 
reduced.

SMALLER AGENCY
CASE STUDY #4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Canadian customer example:



UPDATE

Remotely deploy timing plans

Secure communications  integrate to exis ting CMS/ATMS, as  well as  
TrafficLink web portal.

3

SMALLER AGENCY
CASE STUDY #4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Canadian customer example:



MEASURE

Measurable Results:
City can instantly verify the impact of changes and calculate the ROI.
Using this to drive funding requests for additional project investments.

4
Smarter tools can allow agencies 
to more regularly and effectively 
re-time and coordinate signals

SMALLER AGENCY
CASE STUDY #4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Canadian customer example:



Future-Proof

40

Small City investments need to last; but 
technology moves very quickly with minimal 

costs.

How do you adapt?

Partner with a vendor who recognizes solving 
problems relies on partnerships with other 

forward thinking organizations.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lastly, let’s talk about the future. Your investments today need to not only last; but also work with or even embrace future technology.Miovision doesn’t have a crystal ball; but we keep track of conversations and trends across industries - whether it’s DSRC vs. 5G for V2I applications; evolutions of new technologies & partnering with the best in breed technology vendors; academics; and engineering firms. Developing new ways, and processes to use and take advantage of new technology.



Vehicle detection
Improve traffic control with full actuation

Traffic classification
Better planning with counts and 
classifications of vehicle types

Complete streets
Build complete streets strategies by 
understanding pedestrian patterns

Continuous Counts
Optimize engineering work with automated turning 
movement studies

Event detection
A smart city platform that can detect parking violations, 
safety hazards, traffic incidents, and more.

Miovision TrafficLink

More than just detection - a full suite of 
solutions from a single camera

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our believe is that the core element of these technologies especially as artificial intelligence continues to develop and mature – being able to analyze an intersection as if you had a human being standing at that intersection 24/7 and constantly telling you what’s happening without fail.



Lack of actionable data is the biggest 
barrier to improving safety. We are 
working to close that gap.

Predictive Safety Analytics :

● Identifies  compliance hazards
● Profiles  intersection traffic risks
● Near miss  analys is

Miovis ion TrafficLink

Achieving Vis ion Zero

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This technology, regardless of how large your agency is, has the opportunity to look at what’s next and truly help you and your teams keep your streets safe.



Pedestrian Compliance
Predictive Safety Analytics

Spatial Compliance
Pedes trian Heatmap, J aywalker %, etc.

Phase Compliance
Walking on Walk and FDWSignal vs . Don’t Walk 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Spatial Compliance - The heatmap illustrates the density of pedestrians in that part of the scene. As you can see in the examples, you can see some tracks of people “jay walking” or leaving the crosswalk.Phase Compliance - simply, is the person waiting for the appropriate signal (Walk), or are they crossing the street when they’re not supposed to (Don’t Walk).



‘Red Zone’ Occupancy or Anonymized Red-Light Running Data
Predictive Safety Analytics

Vehicles  within the ‘Red Zone’ is  
generally okay when traffic is  moving 
through it.

However safety concerns  can arise 
from two conditions :

Vehicles remaining within the ‘red 
zone’ during yellow or red can 
cause potential conflicts. # of Vehicles1 25



Near-Miss  Analys is

Aka. near-miss  analys is , this  data describes  
when, where, and how critical near-misses  
between vehicles , pedes trians , and bikes  occur, 
and how often they occur. 

Miovis ion is  currently working with our 
research team and third-party partners  to work 
toward a conflict analys is  solution.

This deeper analysis could be more targeted 
and prioritized if utilizing the other safety 
metrics  firs t.

Predictive Safety Analytics



Connected Vehicle Alerts

Personal Safety Messages via DSRC
Leveraging Video Analytics  technology, warn 
connected vehicles  about the presence and 
location of vulnerable road-users  within a cross -
walk, around the corner, or in an intersection.

Roadside Alerts via DSRC
Warn connected vehicle drivers  of potential 
hazards , poor road conditions , public safety 
is sues , or infras tructure malfunctions  via 
Roads ide Alerts .

Smart Intersection Countermeasures



TrafficLink Portal SmartLink SmartSense

SmartView 360

Miovis ion TrafficLink 

Small Cities  Are Mighty
Invest in technology that will allow you to 
solve multiple problems simultaneously.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If this seems like an interesting proposition for your agencies; I’d love to help you solve these problems together.



Thank You
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